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SECTION TWO: QUESTION 4: RELOCATION
Schapelle Corby 10 July 1977, 11.55 am, Brisbane, QLD
ASC close to 27 Libra
On 27th May 2005 Australian Schapelle Corby was convicted of trafficking 4.2 kg of cannabis
in her boogie board into Indonesia. She was sentenced to 20 years and imprisoned in
Kerobokan Prison, Bali, Indonesia. In May 2012 Corby was granted a five-year sentence
reduction and after serving nine years was released on parole in February 2014. She is not
permitted to leave Indonesia until July 2017. Corby has always maintained her innocence.
Given the enforced nature of this relocation, how may Schapelle have experienced the
changed environmental circumstances/conditions, in the light of her natal chart? With
Neptune strongly placed in the relocated chart what underlying theme is being worked out
and what may have been illuminated for her, not only during her incarceration, but also over
the next few years?
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“One’s destination is never a place, but rather a new way of looking at things.1” Schapelle
Corby’s infamous landing on Balinese soil changed her life irrevocably, compelling her to see
life through a new lens and to grow exponentially simply to meet the challenge of survival.

Growing up on the Gold Coast, Schapelle seemed a gentle sensitive young woman studying
beauty therapy and working in her family fish and chip shop. With Libra rising, Taurus Moon
(7th) and a Cancer Sun conjunct her MC, happy relationships – especially family – were
important. She enjoyed the simple pleasures of life – sitting on the beach and bodyboarding
with friends. With all of her personal planets above the horizon and Sun conjunct the MC,
Schapelle wasn’t a shy Cancer home-body; she loved the freedom and independence of
travel and new adventures (9th,1st). Venus in Gemini (disposits&, and disposits)
is a key planet here, so pleasant conversation, fun with friends and a varied social life would
have been features of her lifestyle.

But life hadn’t always been easy – her parents had separated when she was a baby. Aspects
to her Moon suggest an insecure childhood – a wound perhaps related to Mother, a need
for attention in the circles she mixes in, and intense powerful emotions
(; ). Aspects to her Sun point to a hidden freedom-codependency issue, volatility in relationship and a lack of direction in life
(12thDesc). Her way of talking doesn’t always serve her best interests
(10th and Desc) – she can be emotional and defensive, especially where family is

1

Henry Miller (1957), Big Sur and the Oranges of Hieronymus Bosch, New Directions Books, New York p.6
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concerned – or else outspoken, rebellious and erratic (1st). Her 8th house Gemini
Venus and Jupiter suggest the possibility of an ambivalent relationship to other people’s
money, while Neptune in the 2nd hints at confusion or possibly avoidance of a serious
attitude to money, values or possessions. A failed marriage in Japan no doubt left another
emotional wound, and her response was to head back to family – to support Dad in his fight
with cancer, and help sister Mercedes celebrate her birthday in Bali.

When Schapelle landed on Balinese soil on October 8, 2004, the focus of her birth chart
shifted. While her planets all stayed in the same relationship with each other, the change in
location shifted the angles of the chart - her ‘cross of matter’ – and she lost touch with her
cardinal perspective on life: her capacity to act, to take the initiative effectively. Suddenly
she was looking at life through a mutable lens - a Virgo Ascendant, Gemini MC, Pisces
Descendant and to add to the chaos, her Neptune became angular and prominent – it was
exactly conjunct her Sagittarius IC. At this time, she was also experiencing her Neptune
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sextile Neptune transit, triggering its latent power. While she’d spent time in Bali in the past
on holiday, enjoying the surf and contact with her sister, this time, Neptune’s influence
dramatically changed her life.

The image of her body board cover filled with drugs lends a potent Neptune insignia to the
situation, conjuring many things Neptune has represented in her past – the sea, the escape,
the dream, the ambivalence … but in Bali this time, it triggered chaos, duplicity and
martyrdom. With Neptune now opposite her relocated MC and Jupiter in Gemini, her public
persona became swamped with constantly changing information, legal advice, and judicial,
cultural, even language issues. She was also at the mercy of media exaggeration and the
stories of her martyrdom it chose to publish. She attracted a popular international following
of indignant protesters (and people convinced of her guilt) and champions came from
nowhere, setting up dubious ventures in her name from which emerged a web of duplicity
and rumours. Then suddenly she was the victim of diplomatic indignation and subsequent
international tension after Indonesian courts gave a lenient sentence to a conspirator
involved in the Bali bombings. And the governments of both countries sought to distance
themselves from the chaos … and from her.

On a personal level, with relocated Neptune now on her IC in the 4th, home was a distant
dream, her inner world filled with confusion, uncertainty, longing for escape and fears for
the future. Ruled by her 10th house Jupiter in Gemini, Neptune in Sagittarius would inspire
her to cling to hope … to gather more information to clear herself, to seek further legal
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avenues to pursue, to learn about this alien culture, language and values she’d landed in; to
keep fighting. But at the end of the day, she was still in jail, any hope she may have felt had
that Neptunian illusory quality, with no certainty to cling to.

In Bali, people saw her differently. She was no longer the pleasure-loving beach-girl
(transitingnatal), ruled by beauty and sociability (). Her relocated Virgo
Ascendant is discontented, worried about her physical health and hygiene issues … ruled by
her sensitive homesick mind (). Dealing with the filth and discomfort, the rigid
authoritarian prison life, missing family and friends brought her to a space of enforced
humility, focusing on practical necessities, details, cleanliness.

With her Cancer Sun and Mercury relocated to the 11th, it took the support of a web of
‘family’ to help her survive the prison conditions. And despite being physically locked inside
her cell like a crab in its shell and threatened by a menacing future, her power is no longer
hidden(,12th relocated to 1st) – her presence commands attention proclaiming
“justice will prevail” to everyone who sees her. Her Progressed Sun – still notoriously visible
in the 10th house in Leo to an Australian audience – has moved into her relocated 12th house
… centre-stage in prison.

During the early period of her incarceration, her Progressed Sun in Leo was conjunct her
natal Saturn, opposed by transiting Neptune, suggesting a crisis of identity for Schapelle, a
time when her personal boundaries are ignored and any ego she has will be crushed.
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At the same time, Schapelle’s Progressed Mars was sitting on her relocated Gemini MC,
opposite Neptune and every move, every new lead is blocked by authorities or by
mysterious misunderstandings, disappearances or omissions. There is no fingerprinting, drug
analysis, CCTV films or factual evidence of corrupt baggage handlers. But there is evidence
of her frustration in every photo we see of her at this difficult time.
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Communication is crucial to her life in Bali () and she is beginning a new relocated
Progressed Mercury cycle. Nothing she says seems to make any difference in court
(Progressedrelocated1st) and her appeals are rejected. She is eventually sentenced
to 20 years in Kerobokan Prison. Even with so many aspects of her life working against her,
her Sagittarian Neptune IC opens her to courage, faith in her ‘truth’ and at some level, an
enforced surrender to the terms of her confinement. With something still to say to the
world, in 2006, she even writes her autobiography but the lessons of relocation are strongly
focused on humility in communication, and it isn’t well received (Pr1st,).

Emotionally, this incarceration is a make or break time for Schapelle. The events around her
arrest came at her progressed lunar return, re-awakening her Chironic wound()
which in Taurus may be around fears for her physical safety or stability, and the relocation
shifts them to her 8th house of death and emotional transformation. At the same time, being
in Bali puts her close to 1 latitude from her  lines crossing indicating that the
shadow side of her psyche will come to the surface and she will need to deal with powerful
forces well outside her control. AND she’s relocated less than 1 latitude from her  IC
lines crossing, triggering an influx of ideas, information, emotions, and dramatic,
unpredictable changes. The death of her father would have triggered intense feelings of
isolation and insecurity, and 2008-9 she was hospitalized with depression on two separate
occasions. The universe has contrived to almost force Schapelle towards soul evolution. If
she can turn her breakdowns into breakthroughs, Schapelle will emerge from her years in
prison with increased emotional resilience and spiritual empowerment.
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Schapelle’s karmic journey is to move towards valuing co-operation, harmony and right
human relationships – her Libra north node, hidden in the 12th natally, but in the 2nd in Bali.
Before her arrest, she was a fiercely independent person, travelling alone back and forth to
Japan, sometimes via Bali, and her relationships were characterised by active self-assertion,
quick temper and volatility (Desc,). With her Descendant now in Pisces (ruled by her
IC and10th), the unpredictable nature of prison life has meant that to survive,
Schapelle has been forced to become more sensitive to others – to consider and appreciate
them, to tune in to their needs, beliefs and agendas, and to receive help such as food,
emotional support and the necessities of life. Valuing such personal qualities as courtesy,
grace, tact and co-operation has become crucial in a situation where her parole is contingent
upon her behaviour, appearance and her respect for the rights of others.

Undergoing enforced humiliation and incarceration in Kerobokan Prison has changed
Schapelle profoundly. Since her release on parole in 2014, she has shunned the limelight,
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only emerging from home for a bike ride or shopping trip. After more than 10 years with
Neptune’s shifting mist transforming her inner world, it will be interesting to see how she
responds to complete freedom on her anticipated return to Australia in July 2017. In March
2018, her Progressed Moon crosses her natal Ascendant heralding the beginning of a new
cycle of emotional evolution, a new sense of identity as she adjusts to the familiar security
of being back in her own country. At the same time, with Progressed Venus conjunct her
MC and her Progressed Sagittarian Ascendant exactly conjunct her Neptune, we may see the
beginning of a new adventure for Schapelle as she dares to enjoy life and dream again,
tasting her new found freedom.

(1649 words)
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